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GEPS Techno introduces the StabInSea brand:  

its customized service offer for ship and offshore structure stabilization  

 

 

 

 

To give its stabilization technology the commercial boost it deserves, GEPS Techno, 

Innovation Lab for the blue economy, launches a new brand focused on ship and offshore 

structure stabilization: StabInSea.  

It will combine the existing service offer dedicated to architects and shipyards whilst 

extending it to offshore structure designers (floating wind turbines, FPSOs, etc.). 

 

Customized stabilization for ships and offshore structures 

Since 2016, GEPS Techno has developed and used complex digital tools to design customized 

anti-roll tank architectures that address the operability and space requirements of working 

vessels (patrol boats, oceanographic, fishing, transport vessels, etc.). To date, some thirty 

ships have been equipped with a GEPS Techno tank. 

These tools have also been proven to restrict accelerations on specific offshore structures 

such as floating wind turbine floats, installed wind turbine nacelles, or FPSOs (Floating 

Production Storage and Offloading platforms). A common factor for all these structures is 

that they are very sensitive to movement.   

Jean-Luc Longeroche, President of GEPS Techno: "Since 2016, we have been supporting our 

customers in the French shipbuilding industry with our tailor-made approach which is 

adapted to each vessel’s architectural constraints. By creating StabInSea, a pure-player in 

stabilization, we are enhancing the visibility of our services to as many people as possible: 

naval architects, shipyards and now innovative marine solution developers both in France 

and internationally." 

Find more information on www.stabinsea.com 

 

http://www.stabinsea.com/
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Learn more about GEPS Techno 

Innovation Lab for the blue economy, GEPS invents, designs, markets and deploys innovative off-grid 
systems at sea, meeting its customers’ requirements in energy production and energy autonomy at 
sea, in data collection and stabilization 
Founded in 2011, the GEPS group is expert in renewable marine energy hybridization. Its technologi-
cal and commercial successes have already accrued more than 250,000 hours at sea, around the 
world, meeting its customers’ requirements in energy production and energy autonomy at sea, in 
data collection and ship stabilization. 
www.geps-techno.com 
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